
Conv FHA/USDA Conv FHA/USDA Conv Review Review

1004/1073 URAR 1004/1073 URAR 1025 Multi-Fam 1025 Multi-Fam 2055/1075 Exterior 2000 Field Review 2006 Desk Review

AL $475 $525 $610 $675 $375 $350 $200

AR $515 $565 $650 $700 $415 $400 $200

AZ $500 $525 $630 $685 $375 $365 $200

CA $525 $550 $620 $675 $375 $355 $200

CO $525 $550 $640 $650 $400 $375 $200

CT $450 $500 $600 $650 $360 $335 $200

DC $460 $500 $615 $650 $365 $350 $200 Operating Income Statement 216 100

DE $485 $535 $635 $700 $375 $370 $200 Comparable Rent Schedule 1007 100

FL $440 $490 $600 $650 $350 $350 $200 Appraisal Update Only 1004D 175

GA $475 $525 $625 $650 $375 $365 $200 Completion Report Only 1004D 175

IA $495 $545 $625 $675 $375 $360 $200 Appraisal Update & Completion Report 1004D 250

ID $525 $550 $625 $700 $385 $385 $200 2075 Desktop UW Property Inspection Report 225

IL $450 $500 $600 $650 $365 $350 $200

IN $450 $485 $600 $650 $350 $340 $200

KS $475 $535 $650 $685 $385 $385 $200

KY $475 $515 $605 $675 $375 $350 $200

LA $500 $550 $675 $700 $400 $395 $200

MA $455 $505 $625 $675 $375 $365 $200

MD $450 $500 $600 $670 $375 $355 $200

ME $560 $605 $725 $775 $425 $395 $200

MI $450 $500 $625 $650 $350 $350 $200

MN $465 $520 $600 $650 $350 $350 $200

MO $455 $505 $625 $675 $375 $360 $200

MS $485 $525 $635 $700 $365 $360 $200

MT $725 $750 $850 $925 $500 $500 $250

NC $485 $525 $600 $670 $375 $355 $200 Full Inspection Products 100

ND $700 $750 $875 $925 $595 $595 $250 Exterior Inspection Products 75

NE $525 $550 $650 $725 $385 $375 $200

NH $465 $515 $625 $685 $385 $375 $200

NJ $440 $490 $605 $650 $350 $345 $200 Estimated Value Over $1M 100

NM $515 $565 $675 $750 $400 $375 $200 Estimated Value Over $2M 150

NV $490 $540 $625 $665 $375 $365 $200

NY $450 $485 $600 $650 $350 $350 $200

OH $440 $495 $600 $650 $350 $340 $200

OK $475 $525 $625 $675 $375 $370 $200

OR $535 $585 $685 $750 $415 $400 $200

PA $450 $500 $615 $650 $365 $355 $200 Hybrid $85

RI $450 $500 $615 $675 $375 $350 $200 BPO - exterior inspection only $110

SC $450 $495 $600 $650 $365 $350 $200 CMA - interior/exterior inspections $130

SD $600 $650 $750 $800 $450 $450 $250 Internal Desk Review $65

TN $465 $525 $625 $675 $400 $350 $200 Repurchase Rebuttal $350

TX $465 $515 $635 $695 $400 $365 $200 AVM $15

UT $465 $525 $625 $700 $375 $360 $200

VA $450 $500 $600 $660 $375 $350 $200

VT $580 $630 $750 $785 $450 $440 $200

WA $500 $550 $650 $735 $425 $385 $200

WI $460 $510 $615 $675 $385 $360 $200

WV $550 $600 $700 $775 $400 $405 $200

WY $600 $675 $750 $850 $475 $450 $250

Alternative Valuation Products

*Complex Properties - Estimated value for refinance transactions 
based upon borrower estimate.  Estimated value for purchase 

transactions based upon contract price. 

Supplemental Appraisal Products

Quote Basis

Rush Pricing

Complex Properties

Alaska / Hawaii / Guam / Puerto Rico / US Virgin Islands

Island Properties/Not Accessible by Automobile

FHA 203K Program

Manufactured Home - 1004C

Individual Co-op Interest

Hud 184

Land Appraisals

Exterior Only Individual Co-op Interest

Trip Fee
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